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British photographer Will Burrard-Lucas travelled to the
Makgadikgadi Pans region of Botswana to photograph
some of the most charismatic (and cutest) creatures in
Africa – meerkats!

Will spent a lot of time with the meerkats and
they became very comfortable around him,
allowing him to photograph them up close.

Meerkats are members of the mongoose family and
are found in the desert region of Southern Africa.
They are social animals, living in large family groups.
They sleep in underground networks and during the
day they venture out of their dens in search of food.

Meerkats can have one to five pups in a litter, with
three being the most common litter size.

‘One of the highlights of my time in Botswana was
getting to spend time with some adorable threeweek-old babies’, says Will. ‘They first emerged from
the den a day into my trip.’

Meerkats begin playing soon after they emerge from
their burrow. By wrestling with each other, youngsters
learn combat skills they’ll need in later life, when they
may need to protect the family group from outsiders.

Baby meerkats are born in an underground burrow.
They open their eyes at 10-14 days but do not come
above ground until at least 21 days of age. They stay
with an adult “babysitter” near the burrow while the
rest of the group is out hunting for food. After another
week or so, they join the foraging party themselves.

‘In the days that followed I watched as the baby
meerkats explored the outside world and grew in
confidence’, says Will. ‘They became more and more
curious and were fascinated with my camera. At one
point, they looked as if they were taking pictures of
each other.’

Meerkats need to be extremely vigilant while they are
out in the open so that they aren’t surprised by predators such as birds of prey or jackals. They forage
in groups with at least one adult “sentry” on lookout
duty at all times. When a threat is spotted, the sentry
will whistle loudly to alert the rest of the group, which
quickly runs to the nearest “bolt hole” - a network of
underground tunnels where they congregate in large
groups called gangs or mobs.

‘Guard duty normally lasts around an hour and the babies
looked like they wanted to take part themselves’, says Will.

Meerkats aren’t very tall and they often forage in long
grass. They are always seeking out high ground in
order to get a better view of their surroundings. The
higher the vantage point, the better - which means
they will go to impressive lengths to find that perfect
lookout post!

‘Once the meerkats discovered I wasn not a threat,
they didn’t mind using me as a handy lookout post
to see if any real danger looms on the horizon’, says
Will. The meerkats he photographed are completely
wild but over time he gained their trust and was able
to get really close to them.

‘Trying to photograph animals
that jumped on me whenever
I got too close was certainly a
challenge that I wasn’t used
to facing’, says Will. ‘Not that
I was complaining! It was a
completely unique experience.’

Download video of Will Burrard Lucas photographing
meerkats

This adult was left “babysitting” while the rest of
the clan went off foraging. A meerkat’s diet consists
mainly of scorpions, beetles, lizards, eggs and small
mammals. They communicate with purrs while they
hunt.

Despite being cute, cuddly, and full of mischief,
meerkats can also be tough, aggressively defending
their pups when threatened.

Just like cats and dogs, meerkats sometimes carry their young in their mouths.

Only the dominant ‘alpha’ male and female will reproduce but females that have never had offspring of
their own often produce milk to feed the alpha pair’s
young, while the alpha female is away with the rest of
the group. They also protect the young from threats,
often risking their own lives. When danger approaches, the babysitter takes the young underground to
safety and is prepared to defend them if the danger
follows. If retreating underground is not possible, she
collects all the young together and lies on top of them.

Most meerkats in a
group are siblings (offspring
of the alpha pair). They groom each
other regularly to strengthen their
social bonds, and as a greeting
after short periods apart.

Like many species, meerkat young learn by observing
and mimicking adult behaviour, though adults also
engage in active instruction.
For example, meerkat adults teach their pups how to
eat a venomous scorpion: they will remove the stinger
and help the pup learn how to handle the creature.
Meerkats are immune to scorpion venom, but the sting
still hurts!

Scorpion image by Tony Phelps, Meerkat with scorpion prey by Solvin Zankl

‘Meerkats are charming little creatures and spending
time with them is always a privilege’, says Will.
‘I felt very lucky to watch the babies as they became
little troublemakers, terrorising the local insect population and treating me like their own private plaything!
They were totally fearless of me!’

A meerkat clan often
contains about 20 meerkats, but
some super-families have 50 or more
members. Meerkats are known to share
their burrows with the Yellow Mongoose
and ground squirrel. And if they are
unlucky, sometimes snakes move
in as well!

The back of a meerkat is furry and has stripes for
camouflage, but the belly is only sparsely covered
with hair and shows the black skin underneath. The
meerkat uses this area to absorb heat while standing
on its rear legs, usually early in the morning after
cold desert nights.

Meerkats make about 30 noises, including chirps,
chatters, purrs and barks. Each noise communicates a message, like “Look out!” or “Where are you?”
Survival hinges on a single rule: Stick together, and
keep calling.

Chirp!
Chirp! Are you
there?

Meerkats are diurnal, which means they are only
active during the day. At dusk they return to their
underground burrows, where they sleep overnight.

The Makgadikgadi Pans in Botswana are the largest
saltpans in the world, This desert region, covering an
area almost the size of Portugal, is all that remains
of the formerly enormous Lake Makgadikgadi, which
dried up several thousand years ago. The uninhabited
spaces and endless horizons are perfect for capturing images of the setting sun in the last moments of
the day, especially when a meerkat wanders into the
frame!
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